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dragonfly
& flowers

tracing outline
actual size, (opposite enlarged to 130%)

project size: approx. 9 x 16 cm (3½ x 6¼ in)

With a subtle turquoise and gold 

colour scheme, this design was 

adapted from an illustration by 

Welsh artist Angela Porter
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stitch diagram

Thr ead key

Gloriana silk 

blue grass 050

Gloriana Tudor silk 

blue grass 050 (outlines)

(DMC substitute for both  

silks 926 grey green light)

DMC floche

blanc

DMC broder

blanc 30 & 25

DMC stranded cotton

blanc

646  beaver grey dark

677  old gold very light

844  blue very dark

3787  brown grey dark

*Anchor stranded cotton 

(+ DMC substitutes)

275  citrus ultra light  

(DMC 746  off white)

277  desert very dark  

(DMC 3829  old gold very dark)

848  blue mist  

(DMC 927  grey green light)

Materials
fine white linen, 32 cm (12½ in) square

scrap muslin for hoop cover

threads as listed in key

sharps needle size 10

hoop 18 cm (7 in) diameter

Preparation
Iron the fabric to remove creases.

Trace the outline provided onto the fabric. 

Mount fabric into the hoop, ensuring it is 
drum tight. 

Follow the step by step directions for order 
of stitching.

*I have used a number of Anchor threads in 
this project because the colours most closely 

resemble the effect I wished to achieve.
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850  medium blue mist  

(DMC 926  grey green light)

851  dark blue mist  

(DMC 924  grey green very dark)

907  dark saffron  

(DMC 729  old gold medium)
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instructions
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One strand of cotton is used throughout, unless otherwise indicated  
– but use two strands for padding and for dot stitch.
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1: Gloriana blue grass 050  Fill the 
stem from the base to top left flower 
with adjacent rows of split stitch.

2: broder blanc 25, outline Gloriana 

Tudor blue grass 050  

Fill the curling tendrils on left and 
right with whipped split stitch. 
Underline with split stitch. Make 
three eyelet holes and outline in 
overcast stitch.

3: Gloriana blue grass 050, outline 844  

Fill leaf with padded satin stitch. 
Outline with split stitch.  

4a: 275, outline Gloriana Tudor blue 

grass 050  Fill lower half of leaf with 
padded satin stitch. Outline with split 
stitch.  

4b: broder blanc 25, outline 275  

Fill upper half with dot stitch. 
Outline with split stitch.

5a: 677, lines 851, outline 3787  

Fill three of the back petals with 
straight stitches, add lines on top. 
Outline with split stitch.

5b: 907, outline 3787  

Fill the other three with long and 
short stitch. Outline with split stitch.

5c: floche blanc, 851, outline 3787 & 

Gloriana Tudor blue grass 050  

Fill outer and inner parts of these 
three petals with padded satin stitch 
and straight stitches. Outline with 
split stitch.

5d: floche blanc, outline 277  

Fill these three petals with padded 
satin stitch. Outline with split stitch.

5e: blanc, outline 277  

Make an eyelet hole, outline in 
overcast stitch and surround with 
split stitch outline.
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6a: Gloriana blue grass 050, outline 

844  

Fill the six back petals with padded 
satin stitch. Outline with split stitch.

6b: floche blanc, outline 277  

Fill these three petals with padded 
satin stitch. Outline with split stitch.

6c: broder blanc 25, outline Gloriana 

Tudor blue grass 050  

Fill these three petals with dot stitch, 
outline with whipped split stitch.

6d: blanc, outer 850, outline 677  

Make an eyelet and outline in 
overcast stitch. Work border in satin 
stitch and outline with split stitch.

7a: 677, lines 851, outline 3787  

Fill three of the back petals with 
satin stitch, add lines on top. Outline 
in split stitch.

7b: 275, outline Gloriana Tudor blue 

grass 050  

Fill these three petals with straight 
stitches. Outline in split stitch.

7c: blanc, outer 907, 275, outline 646  

Fill centres of these three petals with 
padded satin stitch and the outer 
sections with rows of split stitch. 
Outline in split stitch.

7d: blanc, 275, outline 646  

Fill centres of these three petals with 
padded satin stitch and the outer 
parts with dot stitch. Outline in split 
stitch.

7e: 677, outline 851  

Fill centre of flower with padded 
satin stitch. Outline in split stitch.
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8a: broder blanc 25, outline 677  

Fill this section of leaf with dot stitch. 
Outline in split stitch.

8b: 275  

Fill remainder with satin stitch. 

8c: floche blanc, outline 677  

Fill leaf turnover with padded satin 
stitch. Outline in split stitch.

9a: eyelet blanc, outline broder blanc 

25 & 850  Make twelve eyelet holes at 
the back of the rear wings, outline 
each one with split stitch. Outline in 
split stitch.

9b: blanc, 275, outline 646  

Fill each section of this part of wing 
with padded satin stitch alternating 
with straight stitches. Outline in  
split stitch.

9c: floche blanc, outline 850  

Fill these two areas with padded 
satin stitch. Outline in split stitch.
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